KICK OUT MALARIA

TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE WITH THIS QUIZ.

1. Malaria is caused by....
   a. eating an unripe mango
   b. getting soaked in the rain
   c. the female anopheles mosquito

2. When you spot a mosquito in your home, you should...
   a. feed it
   b. kill it
   c. leave it alone

3. When are you most likely to be bitten?
   a. at night
   b. in the morning
   c. during an afternoon nap

4. How long does malaria take to develop after a bite?
   a. a few hours
   b. a week
   c. a month

5. Which of the following are symptoms of malaria?
   a. chills
   b. runny nose
   c. fever
   d. nausea
   e. headache

Answers: 1. c - 2. b - 3. a - 4. c - 5. a, c, d, e

Knowledge is power.
CECAFA and United Against Malaria are committed to helping footballers, fans, and families protect themselves from malaria, a preventable and treatable disease that kills a child every 45 seconds. We have the tools and the momentum. Now we need you.
www.unitedagainstmalaria.org
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